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* Twitter
- Limited number of characters to send in a single post.
- Most regular updates and continuous content.
- Announcements and real-time updates
- A Tweet lifespan = 17 minutes, so post frequently
- Target audience
- Best time of day for your audience?
- Draw attention. Keep it short and to the point.
- Use Bitly tool to shorten long URL links to type more.
- Beware of using too many abbreviations or slang.
- Use Twitter Analytics.
- Change your company Profile picture regularly to keep it fresh and trendy.
- Ask clients to Follow your page.
- Follow other relevant people and pages in return.
- Share popular trending user’s posts to gain publicity.
- Use #hashtags and ask visitors to do so a well.
- Use @mentions and ask visitors to do so a well.
- Follow and use trends. Be aware of sensitive trending topics.
- Involve community and audience. Ask questions. Ask them to post photos. Ask for advice.
- Have all Social Platform links on all other Social Platforms to be interconnected.
- Ask Twitter visitors to like your Facebook Page, etc.

DM = Direct Message. Can only send a DM to someone who is following you

Search #hashtags
- See who is talking about your company and what they are saying.
- See what is trending.
- See competition.

* LinkedIn
- Professional and Corporate.
- Use for formal Updates and Statistics.
- 30 - 49 popular Age group for LinkedIn.
- There are 1.4 mil groups on LinkedIn.
- So add your organisation as page on LinkedIn.
- Use LinkedIn Analytics.
- Follow and use trends. Be aware of sensitive trending topics.
- Involve community and audience. Ask questions. Ask them to post photos. Ask for advice.
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* YouTube
- Use to create and post videos.
- Use to introduce yourself or your company.
- Use to demonstrate your products or services.
- Users like videos.
- Videos are more attractive than Images and Text.
- Humour important.
- Share YouTube videos on other Social Platforms and embed on your website.

* Instagram
- Galleries and photos.
- Use to display your range of products or services.
- 18 - 29 Age Group for Instagram.
- Female 68% and Male 32%.
- 500 mil active users on Instagram.
- Engagement Opportunities.
- In house Image Editing Tools.
- Built-in Integration with other Social Platforms.
- Advertising and marketing.
- Instagram users are 2.5 times more likely to click on an advert

* Pinterest
- 80% women users.
- Used for images and videos.
- 67 mil monthly users.
- Users 10% more likely to make transaction.
- Facebook Dollar Value of traffic per transaction: $85
- Pinterest Dollar Value of traffic per transaction: $185

* Yelp
- Reviews of Places or Products
- Research to see what users are saying about your company
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* Google Places / Business
- Are you searchable?
- Are you being searched?
- Specific Keywords?

* Blogging
- Longer updates and content than Twitter
- Is blogging appropriate for you specifically?
- Blogging focusses on longer, in depth messages or topics.
- Do you have a Message or Info to share? Expert advice?

Blog Types:
- Personal: Diary
- Micro: Short, interesting, Twitter , Facebook
- Group: Topics, collaborative, shared
- Corporate / Organisational: Conversion, Branding, Marketing, Sales
- Reverse: Users are asked to write articles, not the organization / owner

Blog Advantages:
- Increase search traffic
- Inbound Links, more referrals to my site
- Authority / expert in area / industry
- Increase lead / conversions
- Personalised touch / Image
- Connects people to company
- Encourage comments / conversations
- Market research
- Support Social Media

* Other Targeted Websites and Social Platforms
- Are you listed in specific appropriate directory websites? (E.g. Yellowpages.co.za, etc.)


